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The finaHecture
ProÅí Ikeda, retiring from Keio University this year; .crave his final lecture

on March 7th with the help and support
of the linguistic culture institute. Many
,. people c' ame together at 516-classroom

tr

one• of the most popular professors at

educated class who lived in. the uptown

Keio University.
Ilie Tokyo dialect

ed this year. The reason is that it is new

of Tokyo, was formally spoken by the
"Bushi" class who lived in "Oyashiki"

The title of "CriticismtAgainst The
Tokyo Dialect" was taken from an essay
by Kunio Yanagida, published in Showa

(mansions). The other was used by

and that Prof. Tajima (the president)
and the greater part of the professors
are graduated .from Keio University.

people such as craftsmen and merchants

ProÅí Ikeda knows it is not profitable to

who lived in the downtown district.'

leave Tokyo, since he specialized in

of the western school building at Mita

15. The essay says that the Tokyo

and gave attention to his witty and

The former is formal and the •latter is

dialect has died avLray in thirty years, be-

folklore. In the end he dreatns of com-

humorous lecture. Its title vLJas "Criticism Against The Tokyo Dialect'V and it

cause "the Tokyo dialect" is the most
changeable language. Ther,efore can
such an irresponsible language make a
good standard language? The opinion of

informal. As for pronunciation, some
words become shorter or longer. The
characteristic of the Tokyo dialect is
that it chaBges easily and quickly. He

ing back to Ginza with his wife where
he was b'orn. We aie sorry about his

showed his learning and culture very

much.
He is famous for his attractive lectures and is the leading scholar ofJapanese literature and folklore. Apart form

that, he has many achievements in other
fields. His various posts are editorialist

of N.H.K, trustee of the P.E.N. Club,

if etc. A unique one is the committee
member of the Yokozuna council. He is

Prof. Ikeda is that "the Tokyo dialect"

can be analyzed as in the following
sentences.

retirement, but we expect he will continue to be active.

believes that it is his life-work to record

as many obsolete words as possible.
After his retirement
After his retirement, he resigned his

Yasaburo Ikeda was born in Ginza in
1915. He entered Keio University and
studied with Prof. Origuchi. He gradu-

Historically, the Tokyo dialect has
been used since the Edo period and can

various pgsts and turned down the

be divided into two !anguages which
have mutually different origins. The
first, which is now used through the

sor of Senzoku Gakuen Uotsu Junior

trustee ofKeio University, the dean ofa
literature department and the president

College in Niigata, which was esthblish-

of the 1inguistic culture institute.

What Will Come by Thfis Change?

type test, and continue with the present

offers of positions from several universities in Tokyo, deciding to be a profes-

ated from Keio and took consequent
positions as a professor, a standing

l

The authorities of Keio University
proclaim.ed on February 16th, that they.
wi!1 drastically change the Law Department's entrance system next year.

style.

Mr. Takemura expects that the number of applicants will increase and the

of exarrtination is an experhnent toward

quality of students will rise because
of the changes. This is because mathematics has been a pain in the neck to

better education. Simu!taneously, this
also shows tha't Keio is seeking a new

According to the authorities, these
changes are composed ofa change in examination and the introduction of a
recommendation system. They will impose a new type test to examine the
ability to express one's 'thoughts in
.words, instead of contemporary Japanese and mathematics, which has been

nical Department and is not a new

required subjects. Further they also said

system. Its purpose is to select various

that they would admit school-recom-

kinds of students who enjoyecl theii

mended students to the extent of 159o

high-school life based on their firm will;

of the total number of students.

those who attended club activities or

; The Grounds for this Decisioh

The Law Department feels that it
'should keep pace with the current social

movement, and make the tests better by

changing the method of examination.
The fact that the Law Department im-

Anyway, the ch4nge i-n the method

in the decline of the Law Department.

The recommendation system has

ward in looking for a new ro!e as a private university.

%
150

KEiQ '

already been introduced by the Tech-

Ftudent committee eageTly, or are qualified in some capacities; and to avoid
student uniformity.
As these new tests and oral tests be-

come more and more important, new
problems will occur. The new type test
the oral test rely much on the exand
aminers' subjectivity. Unless an estima-

considered to be an important reason

[[he Reaction of Examinees

cants may continue to fa11.

How do the students and the people
concerned feel about these changes? A

t
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student, who applied to the law departments of several unj,versities, said that

versity, before mathematics whs im-

he would have applied to Keio Univer-

These data show explicity that there was a great decline in a
when Keio University imposed mathematics in the examination.

posed as a test subject. But imposing
mathematics as an examination subject
has caused examinees to give up applying to Keio University. This factor also
works to lower the applicants' quality,
and increase the number of applicants

sity, if it hadn't imposed mathematics in

examination in mathematics caused the applicants to change

the entrance examination. As this example shows, the examinees intent on

figures were calculated by the following method:

from the technical fields who apply

l

t

Department of Keio University had

to think these changes favorable. On
the contrary, some people say that the
change in the method of examination
wru make examinees very uneasy, so it
might be better not to impose the new

N

t

been as popular as that of Waseda Uni-

going into the sociai science field seem

tt

tt

130

tion standard is set in some•way, examinees will feel uneasy and anxious to

t!f 's

WASEDA
SOPH1A

140

for changing the method ofexamination.

only because mathematics is favorable
to them.

r,

1

no purpose, and the number of appli-

For example, Mr.Takemura, a vice-

long history and has taken a step for-

students recently, and a principal factor

posed mathematics as a required subject
has triggered a reduction in the number
of applicants; the number of applicants
was 12,333 three years ago, but it decreased to 9,408 this year. This is also

.. . president of a prep-school, says the Law

image. It can be said th,at Keio University has stopped relying on its fame and

pplicants in 1973,
So we can say the

from Keio. The

each university's gain in the number of applicants

as compared with the previous year
total gain in the number o
f applicants of the five major universities

as compared with the previous year
These data show explicitly that there was a great decline in a

pplicants in l973,

Chuo and Meiji.
,

s
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"The Citizen Movement for Legislating The Freedom of Information

dom of Inforrnation Act" (FOIA) which

not revealing the contents of chemical

can support a total democracy.

additives to foods, synthetic detergents

Act" vv'ill be eszablished on Mar. 29,
l980. Hajime Shinohara, Yasuhiro Oku-

The Formei Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, W.O.Douglas sard, "The

and so on He also said that consumers
didn't know what kmds of mformation

daira CProf. of Tokyo Univ.), Hideo
Shimizu (ProÅí ofAoyamagakuin Univ.),

human right of obtainmg knowledge

was available, and wheTe to obtatn it.

the Consumers Union of Japan and
others are appealing for the legislation

of the series of governmental scandals
(airplane companies' and politicians'
scandals and tax eaters' problem). As

consumers, we can't know if the con-

backbone of the FOIA m the U.S.A.
Sweden, Finland, Demnark, France,
Holland and others already have legisla-

tion similar to the FOIA, and other

Nomotoare studying the real regula-

sumers in his rnessage' (1) to know the

kaide
tions of the Law. Mr.
Na will go to

contents of goods, (2) to make goeds

California m the U.S.A m order
study in this month (i.e. Maich, l980).

safe, (3) to reflect the opmions ofconsumers and (4) to select goods. First of
all, it is important to know the contents
before consumers decide to buy.

tents of foods or medicines are safe or

that the FOIA makes their societies

addition, even if the expenmentation or
drugs are dangerous, we, the consumers,

more stable in the long run.

gan to act foi legislation of the FOIA in

As to Japan, even the press can't
know the reality of the government,

April, 1976, afFer a staff member, Ms.

-Lion parties piedged the legisla'tion of

the "Freedom ofInformation Act", and

Prime Mmister Ohira didn't show a
negative attitude to it. Consumers Emd
citizens also want to open the informa-

tion and Local governments have already begun to study the Act

Let us consider the current tide of
soclety.

Phifosophy of the Freedorn, of Information

"In democrat!c societies, the people
are guaranteed the fundamental human
nghts, and the sovereignty rests with
them, m other words, they have the

The Consumers Union of Japan be-

especially the Defence Agency. We

sent out a questionnaiie about the
FOIA to the pohtical parties. In Mar
1978, they sent it out agam. In May,

Lastly, we would like to quote the
statements of former Minister of Justice, Mr.R.Clark. He pointed out four
characteristics of the FOIA, namely,
(1) that it is not an exception but a
fundamental rule to open the mfoimation. (2) that every mdivrdual has an

they held a meetmg for the study of the

In the past, the mformation about

one-sided collection may cause trouble

with citizens. Democracy means not
only the prmciple of decision malqng by
the majonty, but also the people's paiticipation in administration. In short,

democracy must be popularized. It is
thought that the pubhc's right ofknow-

mg informat!on is necessary in the
democratic society, and that the govern-

ment should open this mformation to
the public.

On the other hand, some people today can't behve that the government
always works for the good ofpeople. It

became apparent that governmental

Dunng general election campaigns
last autumn, the opposition parties
pledged the legislation of "Freedom of

Information Act". Pnme Mmister

kocal Govemments' Side

of local governments.

Many self-governments show positive
attitudes towards the Freedom of Information Law (FOIL). Especially, two

Conclusion

senior staff members of the cornniumty

Generally speaking, weak governments try to 1imit the freedom of

Masayoshi Ohira and New Liberal Party

exchanged "consent memoranda", includmg an item on the legislation of
Freedom of Information Act.
On Jan. 29, 1980, at the House of
Councillors, Prime Mmister Ohira sug-

gested that the government should
study the systems of the Freedom of
Information Act in foreign countries m
detail

Now, the attitudes of the govem-

relations department at the Kanagawa
prefectural government work actively.

prove the services of opening their
information to the public as much as
possible withm the framework of the
present system and (2) that government
staffs will study and examine FOIA in

forces to control riotmg This seems to.
be a vicious circle.

Kanagawa Prefecture hopes to administer the government of Kanagawa with
the people. Therefore, Mr. Nakaide
showed the attitude that there is "no

A Short History of Their Activity

There arises a possibility to discuss
the FOIA with the Protection ofPrivacy

long run.

We know that people in socialist or

May.
1977

Act, which is now strongly needed for
the general census this autumn.

The ProJect team to study citi-

tant information. We in hbeial countiies

istrat!on was established at the

think it ndiculous. So we must mam-

community relations depart-

tain the freedom which is the stiongest
bairiei against totalitarianism. In other

Japan. He pomted out the dangers of

ee It *
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totahtarian countries can't get impor-

zens' participation m admin-

government, and that we need a "Free-

HSG\S/ifSS

NHK broadcasts. As soon as it was

hear the news. It wili be bad for the
people, and even for the LDP, m the

is the current of the West countries.

Xee rp i2S

Now we enjoy freedom and want to
maintam it. But yesterday (Mar. 13) thee
Liberal Democratic Party suggested that
they would try to kmit the contents of
reported, the Asahi S!iinbun showed the
attitude against it. We also felt sad to

participation without mformation".

foreign countries. The government itself
recognizes that the legislation of FOIA

--•- -- - S3-#.,,,.- 7.Åq-- F

speech, the press and the access to in-

formation, and often have mihtary

view with them.

Mr. Kazuji Nagasu, Governor of

ment are (1) that they will try to im-

t

They are Mr. Yukio Nakaide and Mr
Yoshitaka Nomoto. We had an mter-

feel tired of the bureaucratic and ngid

E=ng • fiE • ,fi,X! • z le .N-s-t, ec

In the case of Amenca, the state

Freedom of Information Laws were
made fust m many states, then the
Fedeial Act was rnade. Mr. Takahashi m
the Consumeis Union of Japan said that
he was lookmg forwaid to the activities

1979

.- .

was mamly composed, not by the peo-

opposition parties and will ask them to
legislate it with House members.

We made a mterview with Yasuaki
Takahashi of the Consumers Union of

MS •utk40ff\!Esi
YJ.c)-(=
.jJt-"lt.

p

Among the local governments, FOIL

ple, but by the local governments.

ment
March. The Project team suggested

agencies had spent tax moneies reckless-

Metiopolis of Tokyo, Osaka and other

ple with a variety of views tojom. This

'Ihe Consumers' Attitude

ly. Most of the people got angry with
this fact. We may say that the people

Shiga, Saitama and Hiroshima prefec-

movement will be estabhshed on Mai.
29 and then they will have a meetmg

have an assembly with members of

a

tures are prepanng for legislation. The

Fiom the citizen's side, they are afraid
that the law may have too many restrictions and be inadequate because the law

every rnonth. Before the election ofthe
House of Councillors m July, they will

Vhe Government's Side

adrrllnistrations was thouglit to have
nothmg to do with the citizen. Now, in
the age ofinforma{ion, the governments'

force.

The citizen movement permits peo-

is refused illegally his access to the in-

records.

that mass media can't cover all of it.

phlet about it. On Nov. 1, 1979, they

become the mam topic m the early 80's.

they must have enough knowledge",

has extended gradually to the extent

representatives. In 1982, FOIL will be
legislated. In 1983, the Law will putm

and other people. On Jan. 17, 1980, a
prelrmmary meeting for "The Citizen

'

their biains to decide the extent of
withholding mformation. In I981, the
Kanagawa Government will hold a congress on FOIL with repiesentatives of
the people, scholors and government

at legislatmg it, but they also pay attention to not making it an ineffective act.

justice. But before they use these rights,

tically and the role of local government

secret. So it is easiei for local governments to legislate. But they are 13cking

bility for justifing their withholdmg
information, and (4) that a person who

order the production of any agency

knowing information was guaranteed to
the press. But the amount of governmental mformation has mcreased dras-

diplomatic documents and Defence mformation, both of which must be kept

prefectures are studying the Law.

the adrninistration of government and

In the 19th Century, the right of

the local governments, they don't have

Movement for Legislating the FOIA"
was held m Tokyo Of course they aim

formation has the nght to require the
district court of the United States to

However, to hoid the sovereignty and'
to have the nght of knowing all governmental mformation are two sides of the
pioblem.

As we mentioned above, FOIL is important for local governments. As to

FOIA. In Oct. they pubhshed a pamheld a meeting with consumers, scholars

to

equal right of access, (3) that the government, not the people, has a responsi-

right to take part m legislation, and m

said Prof. Yasuhiro Okudaira.

Katsuko Nomura, mtroduced the American FOIA. Then, in Dec. 1976, on the
occasion of the general election, ihey

admit there are many things to be kept
secret, but there aie also many thmgs
that should be opened to the pubkc.

communi'ty relations depart-

ment. It began te examine

Kennedy regulated four rights of con-

not, so we feel uneasy about them. In

Because of these facts, the opposi-

for FOIL was established at the

FOIL on a fu11 scale.

Western countries are preparmg for the
legislation Nl of these countnes belive

are in ignorance of il.

The committee of pieparatien

NTow, mainiy, Mr. Nakaide and Mr.

In 1962, the late President J.F

and using it freely is the core of the
American politicai creed". This is the

May.
1979

that FOIL was needed to guar-

antee the peopie's nght of
knowmg information.

psslg

words, we may say "the pen is mighter
than the swoid". The words are shining
in the stained glass window of the Keio
Umversity Libiaiy.
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ptrom insutarfism lgro TmeRsmationalism
In the fall of 1976, at the wake of exchange to buy from abroad resources

9
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international compames whether they goal was set for the rapid expansion of PROFESSOR
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agers representing 33 companies
answerrecent
times,

particularly after the five GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIoN

ed that they were and those of 35 foldsmcreaseofoilpricesbyOPEC,the
companies responded that they wished domestic as well as world environments

to become transnationals. This meant m which Japanese busenesses operate diate countries mcludmg Korea and ofabundant
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mterme- insularism
have some cost
advantages
and a suppiy
source base, they needed enough foreign In the meantime, the so-called
traditional
in the
recent past.

E gy Problem and Survival

lt.

The Japanese have been realizing the
importance of oil smce the oil crisis
occurred in 1973. As oil is unevenly
located, and a seller's monopoly is

dominant today, to secure national
economic security, the dispersion of
energy resources from oil to various
other kinds of energy resources has been
s

B

studied. Now, people seem to thmk
that the energy crisis or the energy
shortage is a short- or middle- range
problem so long as people depend mainly on exhaustible energy resources re-

is more petroleum-saving than that
made by thermal energy. Also, the

power will make the energy problems

technology to dispose of radioactivewaste must be developed to ensure the
security of the world and prevent contamination. Even atomic power, which
is thought to be the best substitute

But is it true7 We dorft thi`nk so.
Geothermal energy, oil-shale, tar-sand,
tidal currents, uranium, natural gas, coal,

, what wdl becan't take the place ofod,

petroleum, and so on are now thought
of as substitute energy resources But
there are many problems m utilizing
them as fuel. For exarnple, oil-shale,

tions m his report Teehno-Mlit on Ener-

and tar-sand require the tecFmolo.gy to

gy Soft Path He proposes that the

remove much quantities of sand, rock
and water from the oii. Though wmd,
solar, tidal-currerit, and geothermal
power are non-exhaustible, they are
restricted only to making electricity.
Also, they are all low power and are dif-

ficult to collect and store. So these
energy resources are not suitable for the

concentrated and large-scale energy
consumption structure. It is considered
that atomic power will be. But is atomic
power really useful as a substitute for
d

sure that the electricity ofatomic power

presented by oil, and that for ihe long
-range view, atomic, thermal, and solar
a trifiing matter.

ve

oil?
R.M.
A.M.the
Perry,
andDD.
based
onRotty,
reducing
energy
consump- beings. Is the extraordinary concentraReister,
members
of make
the Ins"tute
for of tion in big cities, and our present
tion. The
idea to
the best
Energy
Analysis, say
"No" inresources
their book with material standard of living really hapnon-exhaustibie
energy
Aret Energy from
Nuclear
Power.
Toof piness for human-beings? Energy probenergy-saving
social
structures
is one
make electricity
by atomic power,
the solutions.
Iemsuraare global problems and not local
nium
ore is necessary,
but to
use thecon- ones;importantworld-scalematters. As
Energy
pioblems are
heavily
uranium,
it must
be eRriched.
This
cerned with
the social
structure.
So it takes l5 years lead time to make use
process
consumes
a great
of the of new energy resources commercially,
each individual
must
thinkquantity
over how
oil.
social and human life must be. We must people must act rapidly, but with careSo
atomic power
is not
a substitute
reestimate
what
is better
for human- fulplanning.
for oil power today. Furthermore, with
advancements m technology, it is not
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come of our future life?

Amory Lovins gives one of the solu-

change from the hard path (usmg atomic, coal, oil, and other exhaustibie
energy resources) to the soft path (solar,

wind power and similar renewable energy resources) must be introduced. In
Japan we may add geothermal energy as
a soft path. Simultaneously, he expects
people to be attentive to the waste of

energy. This propesal is based on new
point of view; the conventional approach is to consider the increasmg
energy demand, but this proposai is
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The last issue of the Mita Campus
carned an article regarding a symposium

held m Tokyo sometime m October last
year on environmental pollution and
Japanese mdustries' involvement m this

Project, Pros and Cons

ing. Look at the population growth rate

must be many reasons for that,but one

It is a quite shocking fact that the
proJect to produce smtered iron ore m

in South Asian countnes and you will
realize how serious the problem is "It

the Phdippmes which was started five

huge amount of money which those

is not time for them to play a role, say-

poor countries can hardly afford and,

(5) years ago is still a subject of discus-

mg that they are not after matenal affiuence", you are ready to say so ifyou
are told that Fil!pinos are growmg at

what makes the matter worse, the

three (3) per cent a year, at which rate

countries as the Phiiippines where the
rate of interst averages about 20 per

field in South East Asian countnes.

sion by some groups of people m Japan

The article aroused the interest of
the present writer and prompted him to
write to the Editor since one of the
Japanese Companies reportedly under
discussion during the Symposium was
apparently the one which he works for

and that the symposium to discuss
about it was taken up by a student
newspaper as something new.
The project fust came to draw attention of some Japanese critics andjour-

nalists about four (4) years ago and

the population will double in two decades. How to feed such a fast growing
population is no doubt the biggest prob-

lem for those who are m charge of
runnmg the Government in the South

big factor is that that mdustry iequires a

money mvested would not be recovered
soon. You must sink the money in such

cent, and the profu is low. Not only the
steel industry but also any other heavy
mdustry fmd itself m a hard position to

at present, although its name was care-

smce then stories against it have appear-

fu11y withheld in the article.

ed occasionally in journals and maga-

It is not necessary to mention here
the name of the company because what

zmes (lately, sorae mass media presented the project from a rather favourable

the present writer is going to tell here is

angje, though) It was the time when

nation, and probably this is the best

The mvestment in the Philippines of
the sinteiing process, a part of the
whole mtegrated steel producing complex can be said to have made a big

not about a particular case of Japanese

Japan was still in the aftermath of the

answeT for anybody to arrive at for the

breakthrough m bringing about the

capital investment in a South East
country but about Japanese mvolve-

pollution controversy which had swept
the whole country during 1960's. En-

moment.

establishinent of the entire steel corn-

plex in that countiy. With the infra-

ment m the industrialization ofdevelop-

vironmental pollution at that time

Only the obstacle in achievmg this is
that people in the South are not familiar

structure constructed foi the sintering

ing countries havmg a different tradition
and culture from ours.

posed a serious problem detrimental to

with the speed the mdustnal world re-

project such as the port and the hai-

the life of all the nation. Being a rather

quires in moving and working. They

bour, the feasibility for the mtegrated

new sociological phenomenon at that
time, pollution was defmed as "outer
diseconomy" m economics termmology.

have long been told by their conquerors

iron and steel iinill m the Philippineg. has

such as Spamsh and Aniericans that

been substantially mcreased.
It is likely that the sintermg project

Father C.

For the same reason the name of the
Filipino pnest reportedly Joining the
symposium had better not be corrected
thougli it was obviously misspelled m
the article.

It is our firm belief that he was mis-

quoted when he was reported to have
severely denounced the Japanese industry's misbehaviour in the Phihppmes.

For the present writer who has met
and talked with the Father twice during
his four-year stay m the Philippmes, it is

incredible that Father C. would become
so simpleminded as to attack the Japanese industry in the Philippines for its

alleged pollution and other evd-doing
for groundless reasons.

During the meeting the Father admitted there was no apparent polluting
affect either to plants or animals which

had been predicted by some Japanese
environmentalists to be caused by the
emission from our smtermg plant in
which fine iron ore is processed into
lumpy sintered ore ready to be fed into
blast furnaces. The Father stressed he

After a lapse of two decades, however,

you may now safely say that mdustnal
pollution is no more outside of economy, it is under the control of industry

at present. Human bemgs seem have

country by adding impact to the venture of the !ron and steel complex
which has long been tried and failed
to materialrze undei such business

the value added was mimmal. The

chmates.

kept m the status of serfs.

foreign mvestment in deve!oping coun-

Then what happened to those industrial capitalists who, in the case of
Japan, rose sornehow and tluonshed to
support the economy of a modernizing

tries can do real good to the local econ-

You cannot be too much optimistic,
however, as far as the pollution is con-

cerned and must be vigilant to any
form ofcontamination all the tune smce
there are many possible sources of pol-

lution around us. Especially when it
comes to the pollution caused by numerous sources such as automobiles, it
is almost impossible to cope with it even

for such enthusiastic environmentalists

who would fly the ocean and come to
check if the Japanese industry is not
polluting .the environment of foreign
countnes where the degree and sources
of pollution are mcomparably Iess than
those in Japan.
Industrialization Indispensable?

problem that the people in the South

by the Government to decide who will
suffer the `cost' of mdustnalization".
"There has been no democratic way to
decide that `who' under the present

may trigger the mdustnalization ofthat

things to be imported in exchange for
the dollars they earned by exporting
their products of primaiy mdustries,
such as agnculture and mining in which

Majority of Filipinos have long been

nese industrialists, journalists and schol-

Father said, C`Is the way presently taken

they were not gifted with the talent to
mdustrialize. Industrial products weie

presslon

pollution and sometimes the relocation
of native people livmg m the proposed

"What we are strongly agamst", the

than the m mdustrialization of the

develop in such a business climate.

tamed another monster which appeared
in modein age, next to economic de-

was not agamst mdustnalization and
that he knew it inevitably mvolved
"cost" which might take the form of

site for an industria] proJecr.

East Asian countries. They cannot find
any better answer to solve this problem

Recently it seems to have become
a common understand]ng between Japa-

ars interested in the North-South
have a rather different value Judgement

as to the economic development from
what people m the North have
Economic affluence is said to be not
the final goal for those people m the
South, while it is so for us m the North,
especially for us Japanese who are called

regime of this country, to our greatest
regret". No doubt he was a disciple of
that Filipmo Catholic church which had
been antagomstic to the present Marcos

sent wnter is almost in the mood to

regime m the Philippines. But you do

share the same opimon.

not have to brand Filipinos so smiple as
to readily become hostile to a firm be-

Not a few times, he was puzzled by
their undisciplmed behaviour and by
their genuinely superb excuses for it.
By and by, however, he has come to

"economic animals".
Living in the subtropical zone of the
Orient with the people there, the pre-

country? In the case ofthe Philippines,
and in the almost all cases of any other
South East Asian countnes, too, the m-

Saviour to the developing countries.
Industrial capital has its own behavioral
thiopic or benevolent in its nature.

At the same time, it must be rather
onesided to pinpomt and attack only
negative side of industrial behaviour.

hearts and mmds of younger generation.
versity of the Phihppmes once contained an article in which a student wrote,

"Damn GNP! We cannot run the riskof

with less capital investment.

hot country. Consequently, it was

their domains as the foundation of their

who know almost nothing about the

learned that it is not a value judgement

actual Philippines, as an eyewitness of
the alleged Japanese industry's environmental contamination and rnaltrearment
ofnative people there.

mdustnalization. This is no wonder if

that differs but the velocity at which

you recall the fact that steel is often

One very interesting phenomenon in
this connection is that almost al1 de-

called the bread (or rece) of industries.

If it is so much coveted, why isn't one

as

The student newspaper of the Uni-

our 1ife against pollution". It is strange
that this was written by a Filipino about

Types of Desirable Industry
It is not easy to answei the question
of what type of industry is most desirable for developing countnes. Sorne one
rrllght clami it must be labour intensive

lt

The opinion critical abour so called
"establishnent" can easily win the

same as a century ago. While per capita

Taiwan has reached the $1,OOO level,
that of the Phdippmes is stdl around
$400.

v

prmciple wluch has nothmg philan-

gross national mcome in Korea and

velopmg countries want to possess an
integrated iron and steel complex on

you think that they are slowly develop-

Lessons to be Learned
It is a mistake, however, to idealize
foreign 'mvestment as something like a

cannot be called industrial capitalists,
they are rather commercial capitalists.

learn that they are only a little lazy,
which is nothing to be blamed m such a

But you wi11 be in serious error if

the host country and its people, be-

hot money only. In this sense they

cause it was appreved by the present
Government. At any rate, it is heartbreaking to know that this jolly good
fellow Father C. was brought to japan
purposely to testify m front of those

you walk or you transact a business.

developmg countries; that it will exploit

coming harmful to the groNvth of local

tion of the country has remamed the

v

evidence to the argument against investment by developed countries to

mdustry.

was really made feasible. Up until quite
recently, however, the economic founda-

tr

omy.
This may also seive as counter-

native people of those countries. They
were foreigners, so to speak, such as
Spanish and Chinese, although some of
them were natuialized. They are after

victory in the American-Spanish War,
the Americans took the place of the
Spanish in the Philippmes. One good
thmg about the Americans is that they
gave the Phihppmes the educational
system by which self-mdustrialization

ts

You can see here an example that

dustrial capitalists, if any, were not the

About a century ago, as a result of

nt

his country which, as mentioned above,

is almost on the verge of economic
catastrophe as a result of population
explosion and far from environmental
pollution with little industrial activities.

Here you can clearly see the influence
of Japanese sectarian environmentalists
eagerly exporting pollution controversy

"

as something most innpo!tant for the
people of developmg countries.
The woild you live m novvr is so much
sophisticated that any social phenome-

non cannot be summarized m a single
statement of a prejudiced symposium
or fragmental solgan for demonstration.
(ED. This article is sent to us by our

subscnber. This is his impressions of
our article m the last issue.)

possessed by every country? There

'
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It has been said that college students

have turned away from reading. Then,
what kmd of books do recent students
actually read and how much time do
they spend reading?

Last fall, the University Co-op of
Japan did iesearch on students' umver-

sities-Keio, Waseda, Tokyo, Hosei,
Tokyo Rjka- read on the average 63
minutes a day. (Research m l977, 1978

showed 68 mmutes and 72 minutes.
respectively) Also, college students
spend 32 minutes on comics and magazmes, 106 mmutes watching tiLe T.V.
and 73 minutes listemng to the radio.

For present day students, who have
acute audio-visuai senses, it is difficult
"

to concentrate on reading Also, the
T.V and radio presents more information than books. But looking at the

ij

e

lls your

being talked about or that are selling
quite well. Nso, students tend to read
in the entertamment field science fic-

tion and dreamlike works. Shin-ichi
Hoshi and Yasutaka Tsutsui seem to
have a heavy followmg among students
It is a fact that students are readmg
books that have been introduced on the

T.V and in newspapers For exarnple,
the books that sold best at the Co-op
last yeem were Japan as No.i and the
Japanese. One of the ieasons that these
books sold well is that in both of them

times unless they read these books.

Books on the energy cnsis, compli-

that college students are sacnficmg their

cated international situations, Japan's

reading time for medias that are easier

future, the world's fate are becommg

on thell brain.

best sellers. Ever since the energy crisis,

dents prefer. The Co-op research reports the followmg results. The books
that students read are the ones that are

we have had to realize that our everyday hfe cannot be uneffected by international politics and the world economic situation. But recently with the US-

moST FAVORITEAUTHORS
Pllvate Universltles

we do not have enough knowledge to
cope with these problems. In otlier
words, we aie m need ofmformation on
the mternational problems before us.
Therefore, not only business men but

l. Hiroyuki Itsuki

2. Souseki Natsume
3. Yasutaka Tsutsui

4. Shusaku Endo
5. 0samu Dazai
6 Tatsuzeulshikawa
7. ShimchiHoshi

also students have become interested in

books concernmg the international
situation and that Iook into the future.

tion, and dreamy works have been

they would get behind the

changes.

lem of oil supply and the instability of
the Middle-East situation, we t"ind that

isolated m the mternationai society, and

situation with a critical eye, it seems

Now, what kind of books do stu-

USSR confhct over Afghamstan, the

As the umversity Co-op pointed out,
works that have mterestmg, pleasant,
and entertainmg contents; science fic-

this tickled our pride. Also, the mass
media advertised these books and peo-

s

e

Japan-US economic friction, the prob-

, Japan, while
a foreign wnter praised
Japan is actually m danger ofbecoming

ple
thought

o

ravorllIe

8 MorioKita
9. SeichiyouMatsumoto
10, YuktoMishima
Public Universities

favorable to students. Perhaps this is be-

1. Souseki Natsume
2. HiroyukiItsuki
3. Yasutaka Tsutsui

cause students have lost mterest in
society, and are trymg to escape frona
the unceitainties of reality, turning to-

4. 0samu Dazai
5 MorioKita

ward fantasy for pleasure and calmness
of mind. Thiscan be seen in the deckne
in populaiity of such wnters as IÅqen-

6. Shinichi Hoshi

zaburo Ohe, Kobo Abe, Kazumi Takahashi, Takaaki Yoshimoto, and Akiyukr
NosalÅqa

7. Tatsuzou lslukawa
8. Shusaku Endo
9. Yasushi Inoue

10. SeichiyouMatsumoto

In this way the students' style of
readmg is changing in response to socia]

From the survey of Umversity Co-op.

rif

.

This is called "The Age of Uncertainty", and we think the uncertainty is
often caused by lack ofinformation. In

international news, 77ie Times is es-

magazme about economics and busmess Uous magazmes m the U S.A., containmg

teerned for its accuracy, quickness and
impartiality. The Guardian is effective

Its analyses piovide excellent mforma-

tion. As to Asian news, Far Eastern

tion, politics, litetatuie, science,journa-

rhis sense, we can say it is "The Age of

m foreign countnes as well as in England.

hsm and art. We consider them as liberal.

lnformation". So we would hke to introduce some informat!on sources writ-

The attitude of editmg is 1iberalism.
People who have an inteiest in mternational affairs should read The Interna-

Economic Review is most reliable. This
magazine consists of regional affairs,
business affaiis and regular featuies
Especially, the topics on the People's

ten in English.

Newspapers
Z-7!e New York Times, One of the most
important papers in the world The editorial stance of this paper is liberai, and

it contains abundant world news. 77ie
n

PVashington Post and 7-7;e Los -4ngeles
Times are also famous for their accuiate

Economist, published in England, is the

vgi'riteis are famous journalists. New

most authoritative economic magazine

York and LliFE are also important to

m the world. For Japanese, this is indis-

get infoimation. Ms. aims at extending

weak m economic news Apart from

pensable to understand European &

the movement of Women's Liberauon.

politic and economic news, The Village

African affans. Recently, the Economist

put eut on issue about Japan (Feb 22)
which was very mterestmg.
If you want to know the decisions of

We can read all of them in Japan. We
recommend that you go to the Amencan
Center Libiary (tel 436-0901) m Shiba
Park and the British Council Library

Congress and the statements of the Pies-

(tel 264-3721) in Kanda. If you want to

lioice in New York reports mteresting

Amencan social news and information

& economic world, we recommend you

Weekly Magazines
ident of the U.S.A more deeply, you
Newsweek, TIME and US fVews & World should read Congressional euarterly

Sept. I976, The Asia Mlall Street Journal

was pubhshed m Hong Kong, in cooperation with fVihon Keizai Sldnbun

TheTimes; publishedmLondon,this
e

PVashington Monthly deals mamly with
the topics about Washington D.C. The

on movies and concerts.

about the New York stock market In

paper is most mtel}igent and fair. As to

ESeUIRE is easy to read. Its mteiviews
with famous writers are mterestmg. The

Repubkc of China are valuable 77ze

reportmg.
If you want to know about the business
read 77ze Wall Street Joumal It reports

s

tiona Herald Tribune, published in Pans
77ze qilashlngton Post and The New York
Times cooperate with it, so this paper is
very strong m mternational affairs, but

varieties of topics, foi example, educa-

Report are the big thiee in the U.S.A.
We can get them easily in Japan. Among
thern, especialiy from US ?Vews we can
read unique topics about rumors of the
White House, the Government and so on.
Business I}Veek is the most important

buy such papers or magazines, go to
Jena book shop in Ginza or call the

l41eekly Report in the Amencan Center

Oversea Couner Service (tel 453-8311).

Library.

Monthly Magazines
Both The Atlantic Monthly andHarper 's
Magazine are traditionai and conscien-

;ilill

We use bamboos as

4 • 5 J-1
mete1•2•3[lll

m"sicaE instruments
In this issue, we are mtroducing the
"Take-no-kai". The "Take-no-kai" is a
Japanese traditional music club com-

Mita campus. Practice is held at Kasuga
Shrine beside the Mita campus on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Also, Mr.

posed mainly of shakuhachi (bamboo

13 women. It is 70 yeais since the

Takizawa of the Ikuta school of Koto
comes to instruct every Thursday. The
fruits of such practice are shown at a
concert held early December and there

"Take-no-kai" was estabhshed, and ac-

is much contact with other universities,

cording to the club president, A. Suzuki,

the name "Take-no-kal" comes from the

such as Gakushum University In such a
club each member must be active, for

bamboo which is the matenal of the

the effort of each mdividual is necessary

shakuhachi. Compared with the situahon sorne years ago, it seems that the
number ofpeople mterested in Japanese

to make a good performance. There are
many different opinions, but President
Suzuki says he wjshes to adJust these

traditional music is decreasing, for the

opinions and keep the club active

number of members is falling. As for
club activities, there is a meeting every

There are 6 shakuhachi and 13 koto, so
even those who don't have such instru-

Friday at the Hiyoshi campus and at the

ments can Join this club.

flute) and koto (Japanese harp). There
are 25 members at present, 12 men and
ts
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Policy, Lost?

q

Iran has, exploded, Afghanistan is on fire, the OIympic Games are in
peril and Japanese foreign policy is going down the drain. Again, the
governn ent has let major world issues slip out of its hands. Again we
remain bystanders while the world politicbl machine grinds on.

Today,the world has become interdependent and no nation can
remain untouched by international problems. Therefore, each and
every nation trys to mold world politics in their favor but our nation
has continuously failed to take an active part. on the international

scene. Why?

Aprifi

e

ISeee

PUZZLE

across '

In April every living thing is released
from the strictness of winter; trees begin

1. a type of tall plant with a wooden

trunk and branches

to sprout, the old arid young go out of
the houses, sit down on the benches in

2. rulers orle'aders
3. a material of strings, wires or threads

the park, and bathe in the sun. April is,

4. to respect and admire greatly
5. expressing refusai or disagreement
6. the headquarters of the U.S. Arrned

seemingly, a happy andbeautifu1 month.
T. S. Eliot, one of the most-sensitive

poets of the 20th century, expresses

Forces

April as follows, at the beginning ofhis
representative work, T7ze IVaste Land.
April is the cruellest month, breeding

7. Epistles to the Corinth,ians.

8. ripped
9. an indefinite article

Lilacs out ofthe dead Iand, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring

1O. a creature with wings and feathers
11. madame Åqabbr.År
12. the probability that something will

Dull roots with spring rain.

The main reason is,that the government's diplomacy Iacks a fundamental policy around which each other. policy can be co-ordinated. For
example, the U.S. bases its foreign policy on human rights, defending
the free world and maintaining their position in the world. With such a
core around which foreign policy can be built, it is possible to act
speedily and efficiently when interr},ational conflicts occur. As our
foreign policy lacks such a core and takes all international problems on
fairly equal terms, decision making slows down, becomes inefficient,
and our nation is not only left behind in world affairs but is criticized
It is often said that the Foreigri Ministry is weak in the intelligence field. A fact? Yes, but this is also partly a result of our "omnidirectional diplomacy". Without a core or a sitandard of what to look
for, our diplomats have to collect all kinds of information and cannot
concentrate on what should be key issues. It is only natural that the
intelligence branch seems incompetent.
Now, supposing that we admit that Japan's foreign policy is in need
of a fun.damental core, what then is suitable as the basis for it? We
propose "Pacifism". Being the only nation in the world with a Peace

13. a sweet juicy fruit

of the past and the desires of the future

14. neutral (abbr.)

covered with forgetful snow begin to

15. a prefix meaning not
16. a symbol of radium

Constitution which denies the right of belligerency, Japan is most

17. to move over snow
18. to stop and remain rather than go
on or leave
19. consumer

source poor nation such as ours cannot continue being a world eco-

down

"bringing peace and good will to all nations".

stir emptily, as sleeping roots with spri'ng

rain. In modern times, it turns out to be
an unfruitfu1 and cruel activity.

The contemporary sensitive poet felt
the sense of death at the back of• lilacs.

He saw not only the beauty but slao the
cruelty in the lilacs. We, modern men,

may sympathize with the recognitionApril is the cruellest month, breeding
lilacs out of the dead land,... We have
the same feeling unknowingly. His perception grasps the essence of things;the
modern civilization.

In Japan, the fiower of April is the
cherry blossom, which can be said to be

the symbol of Japanese beauty. They
begin to fal1 like snow the instant they

10. a smaH soft fruit

20. a person who has to answer a charge

in a law court
21. a person takingfood in through the

mouth

22. father'sspouse ,

23. a beautifui legendary garden
24. placed, fixed, iocated

25. a woman who is in charge of arrangements for children to live in a

come out. We may feel insanity at the
scene. About thirtiy-five years ago, the

young likened their lives to those of
cherry blossome, went to war, and died
in the southern •battle fields. The same

thing as lilacs can be said of cherry
blossoms.

wnen they come out and fall, the
new year begins in schools and offices in

Japan. Everyone with liis breast filled

school
26. contained or surrounded
27. a female being which is worshipped
28. the highest male singing voice in
general use
29. a nobleman of the highest rank outside the Royai Family

30. to make repayment
31. to mix

up with hopes and fears turns a new,
page in his life.

How do you feel about April, and
cherry blossomes?

THE PREVIOUS ANSWER
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as being irresponsible.

When spring comes here,a little life
tired of winter leaps up. The memories

happen

pt
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qualifie.d to act as an intennediary between conflicting nations. A re-

nomic power. Our prosperity stands on a feeble foundation. One
method to strengthen this foundation is to become an arbitrator in
world affairs, and win the trust of other nations. In other words, we
should change our omni-directional diplomacy to a peace policy of

Such a proposition may seem utopian. Some may criticize it as
idealistic. On the contrary, an analysis ofJapan's F,osition in the world
will show that it is quite' realistic.

The two major assets in the world today are natural resources and
food stuffs. As natural resources d.iminish, resource poor nations will
find it harder to maintain their share. Also, if the present rate of
popvlation growth continues, more and more food, grain in particular,
is going to be needed to feed the world. Therefore it is clear that the
possession of natural resources and food stuffs, and their distribution

e

throughout the world are going to become more and more important.
Nations abundant in natural resources can exchange these resources for
food. Food producing nations can do the oPposite. Nations possessing
both have nothing to worry about. But what of nations that possess
neither? Our nation is such a country and in this sense we have no
bargaining power. How, then, are we to survive?
Highly knowledge-intensive products are the answer. As we possess
neither of the two major assets, we must create some other totally new.
and different asset in order to majntain our food lifeline. And to
specialize in knowledge-intensive goods, we will have to rely heavily on
other countries for the supply•of our every day goods. In other words,
international division of labor is vital to our survival. This means a
peacefu1 and stable world condition is necessary to us; for division of
labor, and trade resulting from •this division can fiourish only under
peaceful and calm conditions.
Therefore, "Pacifism" is not only something that sets a desirable
standard in the international community but is a way to marntam our
independence and sovereignity. In order to puFsue such a policy we
must open our doors, politically, economically
to the and culturally,
world. For example, take economics. It is time to drop our selfish economic policy and do our share. Increasing aid to developing nations,
breaking down import barriers, specializing in items of high-quality that
can compete in the world ma[!rket without protective baniers. That is
what is needed.
In concluding this'editorial we wish to stress once again the import-
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ance of adopting some core policy-- "Pacifism" or some other policy
which can satisfactorily for "Pacifism". By continuing our present
near-sighted foreign policy we are sure to be washed away and throwii
about in the rapid currents of world politics.
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